ABSTRACT. The 
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The best known estimate for all coefficients is la -< (I.066)n (Horowitz [i] ). n a n
On the other hand, Hayman's Regularity Theorem (Hayman [2] ) states that lira _< 1 n n-o z for each f e S and that equality holds only for the Koebe function K(z) 2' (l-nz) JNI i, for which JanJ n. This implies that lanl -< n for n -> no(f).
Hayman [3] [5] . Let
be in S and define [7] ). Let {f n e N, be a n sequence of functions in S, such that a) f converges locally uniformly to f suPk bn(fk)/n. Then matrix A has the following form:
where H T is the transposed matrix of H.
THEOREM C. [6] . Let f S; if laB1 -< 2.042, then lanl n for all n >-2.
MAIN RESULTS.
For the proof of the Theorem i, we need the following lemmas: The proof of this lemma is completely similar to that in Garabedian and Schiffer ([9] , p. 118).
Hayman [2] showed that for each f e S, the limits (fnk)/n k
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